
“Finished Measurements”

“Yarn”

“What you will need”

“Begin your bag”

Before felting approx 17” x 25” (43 x 63cm)

After felting approx 2 ” x18”

These measurements can vary depending on the quality of your wool

and washing machine

Use a range of worsted, non machine washable, yarns in varied

colours (10ply to 12ply)

One 7.5mm circular needle

One tapestry needle

Two lengths of craft plastic tubing 24" (60cm) in length or a

handle of your choice

Beads to go over the plastic tubing

4 funky buttons for the outside of your bag

4 not so funky for the inside of your bag

Dishwashing liquid or liquid washing detergent.

Washing machine

CO 138 st with your choice of colour.Then join for knitting in the

rnd. K, until 17” (43cm) in length and BO.

Turn bag inside out so right sides are together. Choose which

opening will be your base and pin together and sew using your

tapestry needle and matching wool. Leave the other opening open as

the top of your bag.
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...Now its time to felt.

“Felting”

“Handles”

Using your dishwashing liquid or liquid washing detergent, suds up

the bag with warm water before placing it in your machine and then

add a little more detergent once your bag is in the machine. Use your

hot water cycle. Stopping your machine after the wash to check if

your bag has felted. If you can still see knitted stitches you will need

to put it through the wash again. In between washes sometimes take

it out and throw it in the laundry sink a few times, this helps with the

agitation.

Once you are happy with the way your bag has felted, rinse off any

suds with warm water and leave it to dry in a nice sunny spot. You

may also need to pull it into shape a little.

Thread the beads onto your plastic

tubing in the arrangement of your desire.

From the ends of your bag, measure in 3”

(7.5cm) and from the top of the bag,

measure in . Place your plastic

tubing on the inside of your bag and

secure with threaded tapestry needle

.Then add your funky buttons

on the outside of your bag catching the

tubing on the inside as you sew the

button on. Now add your not so funky

buttons on the inside over the plastic

tubing to hide any tubing or mess. Do this

for all the other buttons.

1” (2.5cm)

(use wool)

Now your bag is complete so all

you need to do now is fill it up

with your next project.

This bag is a great way to use up all

your left over wool from other

projects.There is no colour scheme

to follow, it all depends on what you

have at hand as long as it is a natural

fiber and it will felt.

Check the washing instructions on

the wool label, if the instructions tell

you to hand wash only, you can use

this to felt. If you have lost your label

and are not sure, knit up a very small

sample of about 6 stitches by 6 rows

and see if it felts.

I have given measurements to the bag,

but it is really up to you if you want it

bigger or smaller, just keep in mind it

will shrink when you felt it and the

amount of shrinkage will depend on

the quality of your wool and washing

machine.

This is a great project for sitting in

front of the television or traveling as

the only stitch you need is K(knit).

Have fun. Bag
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Vis i t the onl ine shop www.traceylee.com.au

text i les for fun, comfort and insp i rat ion

outside button

inside button

BO Bind off or cast off.

CO Cast on

K knit

Rnd round

St(s) Stitch(es)

Abbreviations »


